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Electromagnetic Fields

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/electromagnetic-fields/

Electromagnetic forces ( EMF ) are one of the four fundamental forces in nature, and although they exist
naturally, they can also be created.  Any wire carrying any amount of electrical current will generate a
magnetic field, and any charged conductor will create an electrical field; these two phenomena were once
viewed as separate forces, but are now understood to be parts of the larger force described as
electromagnetic force.  The strength of the magnetic field is proportional to the current passing through
the conductor, and the strength of the electrical field is proportional to the voltage potential.

Some devices will have coils of wire, and many will have a permanent magnet or an intentional or
situational electromagnet built into their design.  In either instance a strong electromagnetic field will be
generated.  This magnetic field will affect other electrical devices within the sphere of influence of the
EMF, and depending on the strength and frequency of the EMF the consequences can be adverse to the
point of interference.

Most sensitive electronic devices will provide the appropriate guidelines for installation of the device to
be free from the effects of EMF interference from other equipment, but these guidelines maybe difficult
to maintain in the confined spaces that are found on many mid-sized boats.  In some cases a degree of
separation maybe required to avoid interference, and in other cases it may require the installation of a
ferrite block to absorb EMF on a line to mitigate adverse effects.  In all cases the degree of interference
will only become apparent after the devices are placed and become operational.  So, whenever possible,
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pay strict attention to installation guidelines concerning electrical equipment, maintaining wide separation
between components, especially those pieces of equipment that are known to be affected by EMF.

– Lyle, PYS Marine Electrical Technician

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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WOW 2017: Meet the Instructor for Basic Electrics

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/wow-2017-meet-instructor-basic-electrics/

This workshop will provide participants with a basic understanding of boat electrical systems. Topics to
be discussed will include:

Difference between AC and DC systems and how they are connected
Overview of batteries
How much current is drawn by what items and ways to monitor it
Charging systems

Sarah has worked in the Marine Service Industry for over 21 years. Her working experiences include boat
rebuilding, refinishing, installations, repairs, and surveys of both power and sail boats. Sarah is also
involved in the training of marine service technicians.

Her professional qualifications include a four-year Quadrant Marine Repair Technician apprenticeship
training; she is a CYA Sailing Instructor; a Lloyd’s Maritime Academy Marine Surveyor, and has
recently completed a Master’s degree program in marine surveying.

About The Author

June Lazenby

 - 

June is an avid Dreamer, novice sailor, and keen to learn all things offshore. She has sailed the local
waters around Southern Vancouver Island and volunteers as a companion sailor with the Disabled Sailing
Association. Although a relatively new member to BCA, she is currently the Communications
Watchkeeper for VI Chapter.
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Leaving St. Lucia

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/leaving-st-lucia/

The Ty Dewi crew, having spent a while on St Lucia, turn northward and start the slow journey to the top
of the Windward Islands…

Our final couple of days in St Lucia were generally very enjoyable, in tune with our experience on that
Island. We spent a lovely day on Pigeon Island, packing a picnic and walking across to the Atlantic side,
where the waves crash on the shore. Here, the waves have piled up old boulders and coral to form a slight
wall, behind which are rock pools – the first we’ve really seen here. Since there is very little tide in this
part of the world, you don’t get the daily covering and uncovering of shoreline that gives many parts of
the world their great rock-pooling opportunities.
Anyway, here we took the chance to explore and turn over a few rocks. At first, it looked a bit barren, but
as ever, the more you look, the more you find and perseverance was repaid. We found brittle stars, hermit
crabs, sea snails, urchins and some chitons – curious limpet-like creatures that look a bit like big bugs,
move pretty quickly but stick hard to the rocks when touched.
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 Brittle star on brain coral in the rock pools of Rodney Bay, St Lucia

We collected various shells and broken coral and brought it up to the picnic table, where we had a science
/ art lesson, sketching what we’d found and talking about how they have arisen. I sometimes wonder
what people near us must think. It’ll look like we’re just normal tourists so “hey, these poor kids come
on a week’s holiday to St Lucia and their parents make it like school”.

After lunch we returned to the beach and I picked up the swim and snorkel kit from the boat and we went
for some time in the water, very nice. That evening we ate out at the little cafe, Jambe de Bois, where
there was good live jazz and free Internet, so not only did we get fed and entertained, but caught up on
email and the kids played on the cbeebies website for an hour, the first time since leaving England. A rare
treat and it certainly kept them quiet!

On our last day on the Island, we needed to pick up a Fedex package. This should have been easy, people
we know got stuff from England sent direct to the Marina via FedEx and just collected it after a few days.
If only. The call centre in the UK told my parents that they didn’t deliver to Rodney Bay (patently
wrong) but it would be held at the Castries office. OK, that’s a fifteen minute bus ride and we haven’t
seen Castries, the Capital, before. So we look up the office on the FedEx website and head into town. It
goes pretty well at first, bus is fun and cheap, but it’s a hot day and tempers are a little short all round.
We get across town to the office listed, to find that it’s for sending only, collections are from an out of
town office that the bus went past two miles back. Grrrr.

We complete some other errands: sending postcards, buying fruit, but the place is uninspiring to say the
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least, and full of cruise ship passengers and taxi drivers trying to win their business. We are constantly
harassed to take a tour of the Island. We get fed up after an hour and get the bus out to the place where the
FedEx office is. We are there by midday. Yes, they have our package, but Customs are holding it for
clearance. We need to come back between 1430h and 1530h, when a Customs officer is there. Grrr and
double grrr. We all head back to the boat empty handed. I’ll come back in later.

Later is much easier, Max and I treat is as a jolly adventure and he loves riding the bus. We go, wait in
line for thirty minutes, the Customs officer waves us in, looks in the package and says fine, you can go,
all without breaking his mobile phone conversation. So we now have our new bank cards and a few other
goodies from England.

 Gesa helms Ty Dewi away from St Lucia

The next morning we clear out with Customs and irritation (Immigration), fill up with water and leave for
Martinique. We have a lovely six-hour sail in near perfect conditions, arriving at Fort de France just in
time to clear in with Customs there and get some shopping.

We’re northward bound now, after three months of travelling south. The wind comes from the west, so
after always being on port tack, with the wind coming from the left of the boat, we now find ourselves on
starboard. This gives us automatic right of way over boats coming south, according to the rules, but it also
means we lean over the other way, and all the things that seemed well stowed for the last three months,
slide to the other side of their cupboards and show up our stowage failures! The logbook now slides off
the chart table if I leave it there, but cooking’s a little easier as dishes don’t try and leap off the counter
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towards you. Max, “asker” of continuous questions, noted from the bus window that new houses always
start with flat concrete. Why do they make it flat, Daddy? Well, if not, it would be like living on a leaning
boat all the time. He understood the problems of that right away.

Onwards, to the Virgin Islands in May. Oh, so little time!

About The Author

Nick Ward

Ty Dewi - Young Sun 43 Pilothouse

In 2007, Nick Ward and his young family emigrated from England to Canada, by way of a two year
cruise from England to the Caribbean and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA. They, and Ty Dewi, now live
in the Comox Valley on Vancouver Island. 

_______________________________________________
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Does Your BCA Profile Resemble You?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bca-profile-resemble/

Ahoy BCA members!

When was the last time you checked your BCA member profile, either online or as published in the 2016
BCA Member Directory?  Be honest, was it this year, last year or never?  Perhaps you’d forgotten you
have one?  Perhaps your partner doesn’t know s/he has one?

Regardless of the answer, please take a few minutes today to review and update yours as necessary. 
When you review your member profile, ask yourself the following question: Is the info correct regarding
my:

Name
Mailing address
Phone number(s)
Email address
Ham and/or VHF licence
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Spouse/partner, if applicable
Boat name and type
Marina or Currently Cruising
Yacht club membership, if applicable

After you’ve updated that information, take a look at the photo beside your name.  Does it resemble the
person looking back at you in the mirror or was it perhaps one from a few years ago when your had more
hair or when your hair colour was different, or when you didn’t look as great as you do now?  If there is
no resemblance whatsoever and all you see is a grayed-out, computer-generated head-shot with the
statement “Photo Not Available”, maybe it is time to add one (hint, hint!).

 Click on “Manage Profile”, then click on “Edit Bio”

Not sure how to make those updates? Follow these easy steps:

Go to www.bluewatercruising.org and log in.
Click on ‘Manage Profile’ in the right rail.  If your membership has lapsed and you are the
“primary member”, you will see a prompt to renew.  Once that’s taken care of…
Click on ‘Edit Bio’. Update your information and save changes (bottom of page).
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If you are the “primary member”, click on ‘Sub-accounts’. Is your partner/spouse linked to you?
Is your boat linked to you? If they aren’t, follow the prompts to create a sub-account or email
admin@bluewatercruising.org and ask Liz to link you to your partner and/or boat.
Please make sure your names are spelled correctly and capitalized appropriately, e.g., Cathy Smith-
Brown, not cathy Smith-brown.
One final request, when checking or updating your address, please use the following street
abbreviations:

Ave., Blvd., Cir., Cres., Ct., Dr., Hts., Ln., Pkwy., Pl., Rd., St., Ter., Way
For directions: N., S., E., W., N.W., N.E., S.W., S.E.

The dedicated volunteers who are producing the 2017 Member Directory are working to very tight
deadlines and need your help if this year’s directory is going to be as accurate and up-to-date as possible;
needless to say, we are not interested in “alternative facts”.

Please note: the deadline for updates is Monday, February 28, 2017.

Thanks very much for your cooperation!

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Cruising to Haida Gwaii in 2017?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/cruising-haida-gwaii-2017/

Anna Maria Husband, Visitor Services Team Leader, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site is pleased to announce that Parks Canada
has, for the third consecutive year, scheduled orientation sessions in the Lower Mainland and on
Vancouver Island.

This one-hour orientation session is mandatory before you can visit this amazingly beautiful area of
British Columbia.  Parks Canada recognizes that the travel plans of most boaters involve crossing the
South Hecate and entering Gwaii Haanas from the southern tip, which makes attending an information
session in Skidegate awkward and/or problematic.  Attending an orientation session in southern BC will
allow you to enter the area by boat, directly from the Mainland Coast after you have made your
reservations, thus making passage to the area far more convenient.

Signage is intentionally minimized in Gwaii Haanas to protect the wilderness experience, which is one of
the reasons why all visitors are required to attend a pre-trip orientation. The presentation reviews current
safety information and traveler protocols, and discusses appropriate conduct while visiting Gwaii Haanas
to ensure that the area, as well as the experience of other visitors, is protected. It is also an opportunity for
visitors to ask questions about their upcoming trip and ensure that they have the information that they
need.  It is a legal requirement for all visitors to attend the orientation annually.
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These are the dates for the Lower Mainland and VI orientations in 2017:

Friday, March 10, 2017, 7:00PM – Vancouver Public Library
Saturday, March 11, 7:00PM – Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre, Sidney

The Orientation is FREE of charge, so even if you are just thinking about going to Gwaii Haanas this year
or would like to learn more, please come and find out what’s involved in visiting this part of the world.
Regardless, you will be glad you did. No reservations are required.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Anna Maria directly; she will be pleased to assist.

Feature Photo Credit:  Sgan Gwaay Village (© Parks Canada/Maggie Stronge); Tufted Puffin (© Parks Canada/Carey Bergman); Mount Yatza (©
Parks Canada/Charlotte Houston); Humpback (© Parks Canada/Daniel McNeill)

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Fort Lauderdale to the Exuma Islands: Part I

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/fort-lauderdale-exuma-islands-part/

My CS30 is great for local west coast sailing but I happily accept invitations to sail in warmer places.
This time, I accepted an invitation to sail from Fort Lauderdale to the Exumas.

Part I: Fort Lauderdale to Miami Harbour

Our first day in Fort Lauderdale was spent provisioning the Jeanneau 44 J’Sea, privately chartered from a
BCA member. We are six, three of whom are under thirty, with appetites to match, so we invested $1,000
US in Costco and Trader Joes for supplies. A cold front with northerly winds was blowing through
southern Florida at this time. What we didn’t know then was that it was our first of many.

Monday, we backed out of Cooley’s Marina on the New River and headed outbound through the
Intracoastal Waterway (ICW). Glenn radioed each bridge of our position and voila the bridge was lifted a
few minutes later. We continued on through the well-marked but shallow narrow channel dodging
inbound and moored boats admiring the houses, parks and towering condos. It was like Venetian canals
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with newer buildings.

Glenn spotted an iguana sunning itself on a dock and David pointed out four manatees swimming beside
our boat. We wended our way several miles to Port Everglades where boats over 56? high have to head to
the Atlantic. At 62? to the waterline, that was us. So we turned south about three quarters of a mile
offshore with a 15 knot breeze and put up the sails for a downwind ride to Miami. A wise decision was to
stay close to shore to stay out of the northerly Gulf Stream. The skyline was predominantly highrises all
the way from Fort Lauderdale to Miami.

At dusk we neared the channel south of Dodge Island into Miami Harbour. Radioing ahead for moorage,
we were taken aback by $5/ft for a 44ft sailboat so we planned to anchor in Marina Bay instead. I started
the engine to stay head-to-wind as we lowered the sails. No power! More precisely – no transmission, no
gears. We unfurled a little jib so that I could control the boat, while Glenn analyzed the problem. It was
obvious that the transmission coupling had given way from the shaft.

Nightfall is quick here and it’s now very dark. I was trying to stay close to but out of the major shipping
channel. A cruise ship came steaming outbound and I was making little progress getting out of its way.
The ship radioed us but I was too preoccupied trying to sail out of his way to even answer. When you
recognize all the words to the songs they’re singing on deck, you know you’re too close!

We had no ability to fix our problem, so a call was made to Vessel Assist. Did I mention that they charge
more at night and even more when there is a Small Craft Warning? Under tow, we admired the lights of
the Miami skyline I’d only seen on TVs Miami Vice. Five hours later at 2300h we were finally anchored
in 7.5 ft. in choppy Biscayne Bay.

We went below to breathe a sigh of relief. Just as we prepared to settle in with some sipping rum, we
heard a pump. Alice said she’d just run water. Ok. But then the pump came on again and then again. Oh
nooo… the bilge pump.

While I reassured myself that the boat couldn’t sink far and if we were taller, we could just walk ashore,
Glenn deduced that a rubber tube had been torn by the coupling and water was coming in there. He tried
unsuccessfully to stuff it with a patch. Then David, our human pretzel plumber, wormed his tall, skinny
body into the engine area and secured the fitting with scavenged hose clamps. It was now 0100h and we
could finally sleep.
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 Inbound on the Miami River to Norseman Shipyard.

The next morning Glenn arranged another tow to a haul-out at Norseman Shipbuilding Co. and an engine
mechanic to meet us there. We were towed through the Bay into the Miami River, right behind a
container ship that was being manoeuvred by tugs fore and aft. The river wound between office towers
and condominiums, moored mega-yachts, chi-chi restaurants offering waterfront dining, then smaller
industrial buildings, fish boats and tackle shops. There are seven bridges to go under or to open on our
route. When you gaze up the 62’ mast height, the bridge clearance of 65’ barely seems enough. Rick,
Norseman’s owner, was waiting and had us hauled in no time. The mechanic advised us that the fix
wouldn’t be done until Friday at the earliest.
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 Our revised
destination – a haulout at the shipyard.

We could stay aboard overnight, but all the workers warned us to be careful as they said we were in a
very sketchy area. They told us to make sure we lifted the ladder when we were aboard, even though we
were surrounded by a chain link fence topped with razor wire and manned by an overnight security guard.

Wednesday morning, we rented a car and headed out for Cuban coffees and ‘pastel el guayaba’,  Danish-
style pastries filled with guava fruit. Glenn’s son Jeff dropped Alice and I off at Coconut Grove and the
Swiss couple, Colette and David, at a mega-mall. We wandered through Barnacle National Park, home of
one of the first settlers in the Biscayne Bay area. I tried to use my Vancouver Rowing Club reciprocal
privileges to hang out at the Coconut Grove Sailing Club but was met with a rather inhospitable attitude.
The “white-haired, little old lady” approach doesn’t seem to work in Florida. Too many of us, I guess.
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 Liz at Coconut Grove, Barnacle National Park.

After a trip to a chandlery for more boat parts, we were back at Norseman to check on progress. They
were still waiting for delivery of a new stuffing box and coupling assembly for the shaft and transmission.

We spent the next day driving a couple hours south to Everglades National Park so that at least we could
do some sightseeing while in Florida. We had a great day hiking many of the Park’s trails. It’s a great
place for canoeing and kayaking, except for the alligators!
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 Everglades alligator.

Back in the city, we picked up Glenn and set off for upscale South Beach to celebrate our last night in
Florida. After supper at a ‘taqueria’, we window shopped down the pedestrian-only street lined with
restaurants and fancy shops. A place to “see and be seen”. The next forecasted storm was already
whipping the palm trees flanking the street but the rain held off. We were still wearing jeans, hoodies and
windbreakers, wishing we’d brought long underwear. Florida was experiencing its coldest rainiest winter
in years.

With our fingers crossed, we hoped to be back in the water the next day, Friday. The stuffing box was to
arrive in the morning. Our splashdown was set for early afternoon. All went according to plan except that,
once we were dropped in the water, the engine wouldn’t start. The batteries weren’t holding a charge.
The mechanic jump-started the engine so he could check out the coupling, shaft and stuffing box. Five
new batteries were ordered to replace the originals, but they couldn’t deliver them until Monday. Once
again we were out of luck. Would we ever get to the Exumas?

We really didn’t want to spend another day at the shipyard so we departed to get outbound through the
seven bridges before they closed for supper rush hour traffic. After manoeuvring once again through the
shallow harbour we motored out the government cut, heading to Bill Baggs State Park at the southern end
of Key Biscayne. The entry to No Name Harbour was about ten feet deep but with the strong winds
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(25+knots) we weren’t the only ones heading there.

There wasn’t much room to safely anchor another boat but people on the cement quay said we should tie
up beside the large block letters, NO OVERNIGHT MOORING. The reasoning was that they wouldn’t
throw us out into the coming storm.

 Tied to the NO OVERNIGHT
MOORING wall at Bill Baggs State Park.

It’s a lovely park with bathrooms, laundry, a casual restaurant and paved walking paths. Alice and I
walked the beach to the lighthouse admiring the Stiltsville lifestyle where houses have been standing on
stilts in the ocean for many decades. Kite surfers were having a fine day. I stayed with the boat while the
others walked into town. A Winn-Dixie employee offered a ride back to the moorage with our groceries.
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 Key Biscayne light at Bill Baggs
State Park.

Sunday afternoon we headed back to Biscayne Bay and once again downriver to Norseman shipyard for
our new battery installation. A week after first arriving at Norseman Shipyard, we couldn’t wait to say
goodbye and we raced outbound through the bridges before the noon lunch closing. The river currents
made staying still until a bridge opens rather tricky. I was glad that other boat traffic was light and we
used the bow thrusters to hold us away from the concrete abutments.
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 We’re finally leaving Florida behind!

We made a quick decision to head 50 miles east to Bimini rather than back to No Name Harbor or
Rodrigues Key. The forecast included a cold front with thunderstorms and heavy rain for several days.
We felt that if we didn’t high-tail it out of the Keys, we’d be there all week. (We later learned that this
storm overturned several cars just south of Miami.)

About The Author

Elizabeth Gregory

Sequela - CS 30 Sloop

I have been gunkholing the west coast for 30 years on my own variously-sized sailboats complemented
by crewing with others in more southerly climes. Sailing in Europe is on my bucket list!

_______________________________________________
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The Most Dangerous Thing on Your Boat

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/dangerous-thing-boat/

OK, maybe not the most dangerous, but certainly the most likely to draw blood is the trimmed zip tie,
cable tie or zap-strap. Since one of our definitions of success is ‘no blood on the deck’, eliminating these
tiny irritating cuts has been a long term goal.

Avant has 100’s of these sharp edged terrors on all variety of systems, plumbing, electrical and jury-
rigged. Each trimmed zip tie is a tiny razor waiting to draw blood when you reach into a locker or
equipment space. Many mundane maintenance tasks have resulted in multiple bandaids being required, as
well as plentiful use of colourful “captain’s words”.
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But I have found a solution! Close trimming of the ends with a dollar store toenail clipper places the
sharp end close in and out of harms way. As an added bonus, many clippers retain the clipped ends to
prevent them falling in the bilge and potentially clogging a pump.

As I undertake chores in the lockers festooned with these, I first reach in and trim the remaining sharp
ends and as a result have drastically reduced bandaid consumption!

About The Author

Rob Murray

Avant - Beneteau First 44.5 Sloop

Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are 'Doers' in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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WOW! 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/wow-2017/

How often do you get the chance to turn a boat over in very rough seas with no consequences? That is one
of the possible experiences offered at the Women On Water (WOW) 2017, to be held on Saturday, April
8, at Camosun College in Victoria.

It has been a while since the last WOW event in 2013, and we remember how much fun we had
networking with so many other women. So it is time we did it again.

We have taken to heart some of the comments you provided at the end of the 2013 day to improve this
event. You wanted sessions longer than one hour. We therefore made them 1.5 hours each and reduced
the number of topics.

Why just women?

Well, there are a number of men who buy boats and think their spouses or significant others will be happy
to jump aboard. They little realize how intimidated women can be when thrown into something new. A
day networking with women who have lots of experience, can impart confidence and enthusiasm for
boating when they see how exciting, easy, and fun it can be.

I went to visit the Navigation Simulation Lab in its new building at Camosun College. Talk about
skookum! There is now room for 20 persons at a time rather than 12 and the program is so improved. We
thought that you might want to try anchoring this time and maybe some docking. I chose an 18-metre
motor boat, but you could choose maybe a Super tanker or a BC Ferry. I started off with nice sunshiny
weather to figure out the program and then we decided to try it in very rough weather. I managed to turn
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the boat over, going across the fetch badly, and the program showed us underwater. What a great way to
try something out virtually and see what effect weather patterns can have. In the blink of an eye, I could
be upright again, try again with no blizzard and rough seas. Whew – wouldn’t that be nice to achieve in
the real world, especially for we cruising folk who are really into fair weather sailing and tend to avoid
rough seas when possible.

We can accommodate up to 60 persons in the Navigation Simulation lab in three sessions throughout the
day and it will be first come, first served. There is an extra cost to this part of the program as before. For
more details on the whole day and to register, visit our website.

About The Author

June Lazenby

 - 

June is an avid Dreamer, novice sailor, and keen to learn all things offshore. She has sailed the local
waters around Southern Vancouver Island and volunteers as a companion sailor with the Disabled Sailing
Association. Although a relatively new member to BCA, she is currently the Communications
Watchkeeper for VI Chapter.
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: February 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-february-2017/

The Fleet meeting on February 8 was cancelled because of snow and has been rescheduled for late March.
At our meeting on February 22, Glen Wilson brought his Jordan Series Drogue for “show & tell” to
demonstrate the usefulness of this item for heavy weather sailing. Campbell Thomson then gave a talk to
over 30 Fleet members about “Watermakers and Alternate Energy Sources” and showed examples of
related equipment from his business Trotac Marine. This was followed by the Weather Group debriefing
their virtual passage from Hawaii to San Diego.
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 Jordan Series Drogue

The Fleet sessions scheduled for March are:

March 8 – Checking in and out of foreign countries
March 22 – Satellite-based offshore communication systems
March 25 & 26 – Fleet Boat Tours
March 29 – Electrical Systems

About The Author

Connie Morahan, VI Fleet Coordinator

Cookie Cutter - Peterson 36 Cutter

Connie Morahan has been a BCA member since 2000. She cruised the Pacific Ocean with Peter
McMartin over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. She has served as VI Fleet
Coordinator since 2012.
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Vancouver Fleet Report: February 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-february-2017/

More than thirty five people attended the February 28 meeting of the Fleet. It was a presentation dealing
with medical problems offshore.

Presenters were:

Paramedics Ryan Shellborn and Kris Jones of Makoolis, who are heading South this August and
bound for Antartica over the next few seasons
Terry Raappana their friend, paramedic of 41 years and offshore sailor
Nurses Julie Dunne and Elena Crippen from our own Fleet
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 Ryan provided an overview of the topic and Kris explained the contents of sample first aid kits ranging
from simple to complex.

The Fleet was divided into four groups that rotated from one station to another. The first two stations
were equipped with all of the bandages, steri strips, and cleaning agents that one might find in a well-
equipped first aid kit. The participants were able to try out the supplies as they were instructed. The splint
station had all types so they could practice dealing with different breaks. At the medical problems station
there was a discussion and question and answer session dealing with possible problems that might arise
offshore.

The presenters manned the four stations:

Station 1:  Kris showed how to deal with minor cuts, abrasions and burns:
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Station 2: Terry explained treatment of major wounds and control of bleeding:
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Station 3: Elena showed us methods of handling fractures and splints:
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Station 4: Julie led a discussion on medical problems – cardiac, gastroenterological, allergies, skin
damage, urinary, use of drugs and antibiotics, etc.:
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After, when the group was re-seated for a summary from Ryan, one could hear a rustle coming from the
tables of three of the stations. All the remaining supplies were being packed into bags. At the beginning
of the session the participants had been given cards. Each of the bags had a card that matched one of those
held by the participants, so everyone left the meeting with a free sample of first aid materials.

The next meeting of the Vancouver Fleet of 2017 will be on March 28 with Ken Gillstrom on Storm
Tactics.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Calgary Fleet Report: February 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/calgary-fleet-report-february-2017/

The February fleet meeting in Calgary continued the tradition of bringing temporarily land locked sailors
together to discuss current and pressing topics for BCA members in the midst of planning an offshore
adventure.

A welcomed continuation from our January meeting, Pam and Ted Simper facilitated the topic of
provisioning, weather and communications. Valuable insights for extending the life of fresh produce,
meal planning for passages and being mindful of possible first few days of sea sickness were particularly
interesting perspectives to bring to the group.  Smart storage ideas and preventative measures for keeping
stowaway bugs off your boat also are key topics for the group to consider.

Weather is always a topic of considerable interest for fleet members, so Ted discussed a number of
weather services available to offshore sailors, as well as communication devices and methods of receiving
weather data at sea.
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 Ted Simper demonstrating to the group how read and interpret pilot charts, pointing out some of the
extra features of Jimmy Cornell’s Ocean Atlas pilot charts.

To wrap up the evening, the group generated a topic wish list for upcoming fleet meetings, to make sure
future meeting topics meet the needs and interests of the membership.  We will be further narrowing
down the list in the coming weeks and have a great curriculum to cover for the duration of the season. 
Some of the suggestions made were: route selection and planning, handling medical emergencies offshore
(fortunate that we have some doctors in the group!), top 10 things you will have to fix offshore and how
to fix them and using tools such as Google Earth reef images in Open CPN.

March 20, 2017 is the date of the next Calgary fleet meeting, and if you are interested in joining the
group to further your knowledge, support and camaraderie around your upcoming offshore plans, be sure
to mark your calendar!  You can email or come see Christine McGregor, Calgary Fleet coordinator, at the
next BCA Club night.  Cost to join is $50 per boat and everyone is welcome!

About The Author

Christine McGregor

Destiny - Whitby 42 Ketch

Christine McGregor has been a member of BCA since 2013 and became the Calgary Fleet Watchkeeper
earlier this year. She has sailed BC’s Gulf Islands, Croatia's Dalmatian coast, Florida and the Bahamas
with her husband and co-captain James. She enjoys BCA and fleet meetings because of the great people
and inspiring stories of fellow sailors, and looks forward to heading offshore soon on their Whitby 42,
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My Destiny, to start creating some of those inspiring stories of their own.
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Calgary Club Night - Preparing for Offshore and Adventures
Offshore

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-preparing-offshore/

The Calgary Chapter is pleased to welcome Norm and Beth Cooper, BCA members from the Vancouver
Chapter, to our March 7, 2017 club night.

Enjoy an evening with Norm and Beth as they share their thoughts about offshore boat preparation,
ranging from rigging and ground tackle to electronics and satellite communication.  Along the way,
they’ll share stories of adventure and misadventure with hundreds of dazzling photos of the South
Pacific. Tips and pearls of wisdom will be shared with all.

Norm & Beth Cooper are experienced offshore voyagers. They spent 3 years sailing to New Zealand and
back. Prior to that, they spent two years preparing their boat, Sarah Jean II, a Saga 43, for the adventure.
This talk is based on their boat preparation experience, their practical experience offshore and their
observation of hundreds of cruising boats of various designs. Norm is a certified ISPA sailing instructor.
He teaches weather and boat preparations courses for BCA and authors Lessons Learned the Hard Way
for Currents. Norm and his wife, Beth, own Ocean Forest Voyaging, a local sailing school providing
coastal and offshore sailing instruction, educational books and passage planning software.  Keen to
continue exploring, they have put the company on hold until 2018 while they they head off cruising again
in spring 2017, this time to Alaska.
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Vancouver Club Night - "EXXPEDITION!"

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-exxpedition/

If your total sailing experience was a couple of hours, would you sign up to join 13 other women
whom you’d never met for a 21 day offshore passage from Brazil to French Guyana? Sarah
Richardson did…

Join her as she tells and shows us her experiences on 72’ research vessel Sea Dragon as a crew member
of Exxpedition Amazon. Sarah will also present a documentary about the work of Exxpedition, which is
“a series of women’s voyages to make the unseen seen, from the toxics in our bodies to the toxics in our
seas”. Sarah Richardson has been concerned about environmental and social issues since she was very
young. By participating in Exxpedition, she was able to combine these interests with the opportunity to
discover whether she liked sailing. Sarah lives on Quadra Island with her husband and 2 daughters, and is
excited to share her experiences in the Atlantic aboard Sea Dragon and also with Exxpedition Great Lakes
in August 2016 .
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Understanding Tides and Currents with Kevin Monahan

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/understanding-tides-currents-kevin-monahan-2/

A good understanding of west coast tides and currents can mean the difference between a smooth ride and
a rough ride. For many, navigating Johnstone Strait and the rapids of the Inside Passage is a new
challenge. You may be surprised to learn that planning a trip north of Campbell River is not as difficult as
you thought—Johnstone Strait and the nearby tidal rapids form an incredibly complex hydraulic system,
but in a number of very important ways, it is predictable.

By the end of the course, participants will:

have general strategies for managing tidal currents
know how to plan for tidal currents to assist (rather than resist) a vessel’s progress
know how to read the tide and current tables
have specific strategies for managing Johnstone Strait and Cordero Channels as well as other tidal
rapids

Though the specific focus is on the West Coast, it is applicable to tide and current regimes world-wide.

About the Instructor

Kevin Monahan is an experienced captain, retired Canadian Coast Guard officer, and author of “The
Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance”.
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Basic Marine Electrical

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-electrical/

This is a fun, hands-on workshop for sailors who want to have a good understanding of their boat’s
electrical system. We will talk electrical theory, look at all the key electrical components, circuits and
even troubleshoot electrical problems using a multi meter.  The goal is to work towards self-sufficiency
and to develop students’ ability to find and resolve basic electrical problems.

Course Content

The course will cover basic electrical concepts and theory and include the following topics:

The Basics – Current, Voltage, Power, Resistance, Ohms Law, Simple Circuits, parallel, series
Batteries – How they work, types of batteries /advantages and disadvantages, capacities,
discharging, sizing battery banks, monitoring batteries
Charging systems – Alternators/Wind/Solar/Gensets/Hydro/Shore Power
DC Distribution – Panels/Circuit Breakers/Fuses/Wire and wire sizing . . .
AC Distribution
Tools of the trade and meters

Instructor

Jeff Cote from Pacific Yacht Systems
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Lunch

Please bring your own morning cup of coffee and your lunch as there are no facilities close to the
museum

Parking

Please pick up a parking pass when you arrive.
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Vancouver Island Mid-Island Club Night - The Turkish Coast

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-mid-island-club-night-turkish-coast/

BCA members Michael and Kathy Swangard’s big dream of sailing the Mediterranean began with the
wish to see the Adriatic, and ended with a love for the Turkish coast that, from a sailing perspective,
surpassed everywhere else in the Med.  They found European and Eastern culture galore, korfezi and
gullets, carpets and apple tea, bazaars, and Greek ruins that outpace those in Greece. They learned world
and religious history and experienced overwhelming friendliness from a generally well-educated coastal
population.  All that, and great sailing, anchoring, marinas, and marine trades.

Buying their Beneteau Oceanis Clipper 393, Arctic Swan II in France gave them a wonderful head start
and a number of advantages in their 5+ year journey.  Two years in Turkey and 5 years in the Med – they
were sad to leave.  Join us on March 16 and hear their story.

_______________________________________________
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SSB HF Marine Radio and Pactor Modem: Theory, Install, and
Troubleshooting for Offshore

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/mid-island-ssb-hf-marine-radio-pactor-modem-theory-install-
troubleshooting-offshore/

This course aims to provide basic theory, installation, operation, and troubleshooting of SSB HF Marine
Radio and Pactor modems for sailors, typically those leaving for offshore cruising. Martin Dunsmuir,
with more than 40 years of experience, is the principal of White Squall Consulting Inc. (2001), providing
communication systems consultation and quality assurance services for emergency and commercial radio,
to industry and individual clients.

White Squall is the Canadian direct dealer for SCS Pactor modems. Martin plans on teaching radio in the
morning and data modems in the afternoon.

Martin developed and published two technical manuals on HF marine radio and the transmission of data
over HF radio. He has previously presented to BCA Victoria on installation and operation of marine HF
radio communication and data transmission over HF radio for off- shore sailors. Martin Dunsmuir is an
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experienced communications consultant, and author of the manual: Understanding Installing and
Operating HF Marine Radio Transceivers. This book will be provided to the primary registrants of this
course.
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Intermediate Marine Diesel

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/intermediate-marine-diesel/

Attendance at a prior BCA Basic Diesel course or a good basic knowledge of diesel engines is required.
This course is intended for those who own and maintain their own power or sail boat, or those who want
to gain a better understanding of diesel engines, including proper operation and maintenance. Topics
covered include:

Review of fuel, cooling and lubrication systems
Electrical system: batteries, alternators, AC chargers & inverters
Battery servicing
Various charging systems
Drives: straight drive, v-drive, sail drives
Shaft seals

Instructor

David West is a highly experienced and knowledgeable diesel mechanic and instructor who comes highly
recommended by a number of women who have attended his courses. He is also a sailing instructor.
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Advanced Marine Diesel

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/advanced-marine-diesel-3/

The instructor will review fuel, cooling, electrical and lubrication systems.  Students will learn the correct
procedure for bleeding the fuel system and will actually remove and replace the following components:

Alternator
Starter Motor
Fuel Injectors

The course is done using a working diesel engine on a stand in a garage. This allows easy access for
explanations and for doing service work.

This is an advanced course. Students should have completed a BCA intermediate level diesel course or
be very familiar with diesel engine operation and maintenance. 

Instructor

David West is a highly experienced and knowledgeable diesel mechanic and instructor who comes highly
recommended by a number of people who have attended his courses.  He is also a sailing instructor.
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Lunch

Please bring a bag lunch, snacks and drink to the course.

Work Clothing Required

This is a hand-on engine course.  You will get greasy.  Please dress in appropriate clothing. The garage is
not heated so you also need warm clothing.

_______________________________________________
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Emergencies on Board (On Water, BYO Boat)

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/emergencies-board-water-byo-boat/

Ken Gillstrom takes the “Emergencies on Board” seminar on to your boat for what will prove to be a very
educational and fun weekend covering practical exercises how you would handle various emergency
situations on your boat. We cover both equipment effectiveness and procedures.

One of the best ways to be prepared for emergency situations is to rehearse procedures and use
equipment. This will make your responses more habitual and help the brain optimize for a set of
coordinated activities. Exercises will include

Flood control
Fire fighting
Vessel evacuation
Crew overboard – prevention
Electronic navigation systems failure in fog

Instructor

Ken Gillstrom is a Sail Canada Advanced Cruising Instructor, Coastal Navigation Instructor and RYA
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Yachtmaster Offshore. He has 45,000 miles of experience on Voyageur 10.10 as well as 25,000 miles on
over a dozen other vessels. During this time he has experienced and rehearsed many different emergency
situations and understands what methods and equipment works and what doesn’t. He will guide you
through a process that will make your cruising experiences safer.

Cover image: CC BY SA 2.0
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